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Traditional personalized search approaches rely solely on individual profiles to construct a user

model. They are often confronted by two major problems: data sparseness and cold-start for new

individuals. Data sparseness refers to the fact that most users only visit a small portion of Web

pages and hence a very sparse user-term relationship matrix is generated, while cold-start for new

individuals means that the system cannot conduct any personalization without previous browsing

history. Recently, community-based approaches were proposed to use the group’s social behaviors

as a supplement to personalization. However, these approaches only consider the commonality of

a group of users and still cannot satisfy the diverse information needs of different users. In this

article, we present a new approach, called collaborative personalized search. It considers not only

the commonality factor among users for defining group user profiles and global user profiles, but

also the specialties of individuals. Then, a statistical user language model is proposed to integrate

the individual model, group user model and global user model together. In this way, the probability

that a user will like a Web page is calculated through a two-step smoothing mechanism. First,

a global user model is used to smooth the probability of unseen terms in the individual profiles

and provide aggregated behavior of global users. Then, in order to precisely describe individual

interests by looking at the behaviors of similar users, users are clustered into groups and group-

user models are constructed. The group-user models are integrated into an overall model through

a cluster-based language model. The behaviors of the group users can be utilized to enhance the

performance of personalized search. This model can alleviate the two aforementioned problems and

provide a more effective personalized search than previous approaches. Large-scale experimental
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evaluations are conducted to show that the proposed approach substantially improves the relevance

of a search over several competitive methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most existing Information Retrieval (IR) models, such as vector space models
[Salton et al. 1975], probabilistic models [Robertson et al. 1980], and statistical
language models [Ponte and Croft 1998], measure the relevance of documents
against a given query without distinguishing between users. In fact, different
users have different information needs that may not be accurately or completely
represented by a single query. For example, the query “apple” submitted by two
different users may represent the computer company or a kind of fruit accord-
ingly. Personalized search has been proposed to satisfy the various information
needs of different users, which attempts to adapt search results to enhance the
relevance to users according to their past search behaviors.

Two general approaches of personalized search have been described in
[Pitkow et al. 1996; Teevan et al. 2005]: query modification or query expan-
sion based on user profiles [Liu et al. 2002], and reranking the search results
using individual profile information. The latter is based on the use of the sim-
ilarity of individual profiles and the Web page contents given in the search
results [Haveliwala 2002; Teevan et al. 2005; Shen et al. 2005; Sugiyama et al.
2004; Chirita et al. 2005]. Most of the methods in these two approaches will
need to have a user model, either manually or automatically constructed up
front. They then adapt the search results to an individual user according to the
user model. For example, Teevan et al. [2005] have proposed a rich profiling
model that considers all search histories, documents, and emails. However, it
is still difficult to implement a practical personalized search system because
accurate personal information is hard to obtain. There are two major problems
in personalization as described in Anand [2005], Xue et al. [2005], and Shahabi
and Chen [2003]:

—Data sparseness. Since each user only submits a small number of queries
and only a very small portion of Web pages are visited by a single user,
historical search records for the user are sparse, making the mining task
extremely difficult. This problem is also compounded by the fact that there
are a lot of new pages emerging every day. On average, 5% of Web content is
new information added into the Web weekly [Ntoulas et al. 2004], especially
news-related content. Thus, a fixed individual user profile can hardly keep
up with the changes.
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—Cold-start for new individuals. Since new Web users use search engines with-
out previous search histories, there is often no preference information avail-
able for personalization. As a result, it is often impossible to pursue any
personalized search for these new or unregistered individuals. Currently,
most of the solutions are based on explicitly constructing user profiles. Other
applications [Pazzani 1999; Krulwich 1997] make personalization based on
demographic information, such as gender, age, occupation and so on. Using
the “wisdom of crowds” can also address this problem by considering the ag-
gregated behaviors of a large number of users to build the profile for each
individual, such as DirectHit (http://www.directHit.com) and Agichtein et al.
[2006]. Mainly, these approaches do not consider the diversity among differ-
ent users. As mentioned in Agichtein et al. [2006], these techniques perform
well on average, but fail to work for the queries with divergent access pat-
terns (e.g., for ambiguous queries with multiple meanings).

Although these problems pose serious difficulties in personalized search,
there are still opportunities to find a solution. In order to deal with the data
sparseness problem on constructing user profiles, collaborative filtering has
been proposed in the product recommendation area to utilize the behaviors of
like-minded users [Breese et al. 1998]. There are many successful commercial
collaborative filtering applications, such as Amazon.com,1 Hollywood Video,2

Musicmatch.com3 and the like. The basic assumption of collaborative filtering
algorithms [Sarwar et al. 2001; Resnick et al. 1994; Konstan et al. 1997] is that
a user prefers information that similar users prefer, or that dissimilar users
do not prefer. Applying this assumption to personalized search, similar users
can be defined as these who share search behaviors with that of a particular
user. Then, the algorithms make a prediction on behalf of the user based on the
behaviors of similar users. According to the basic algorithm of collaborative fil-
tering, we can observe that the user’s interest in missing items can be predicted
based on the behaviors of similar users. The same idea has been proposed and
implemented in the I-SPY project [Smyth et al. 2003] and in our previous work
[Xue et al. 2005]. Thus, such methods can be utilized on these users’ historical
search data to solve the sparse data problem.

In this article, we take these ideas forward and propose a novel integrated
method for personalized search: collaborative personalized search. By assuming
that users with similar behaviors may have similar tastes in Web content, we
propose to cluster like-minded users as user groups to help construct individual
profile models. From the behaviors of a user group, the problem of sparseness
for user data can be alleviated. Furthermore, to address the cold-start problem
for a new user, this model can utilize the behaviors of global users that consist
of all users’ behaviors to help newcomers construct their initial profiles. In
this general model, the behaviors of individual, group, and global users are
considered as a whole.

1http://www.amazon.com.
2http://www.hollywoodvideo.com.
3http://www.musicmatch.com.
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In our model, individual user profiles are constructed by the submitted
queries and the content of visited Web pages. In order to describe the user’s
interests precisely, short-term and long-term profiles are applied to represent
different interests of individuals in different periods. Then we can construct a
group user profile and a global user profile based on the profiles of a group of
individuals and all individuals respectively. Based on the profiles of individu-
als, group users and global users, we can construct three separate probabilistic
models for the individual, the group and the global users to estimate the prob-
ability to a Web page. We denote them as the individual model, the group user
model, and the global user model, respectively. In order to combine the three
different models into a unified model, a cluster-based language model is ap-
plied to provide flexible interpolation. More specifically, the probability that a
user likes a Web page is calculated through a two-step smoothing process. In
this process, first, a global user model is used to smooth the probability of un-
seen terms in the individual profiles. In order to precisely describe the user’s
interests using similar users’ behaviors, users are clustered into groups. Based
on which, group-user models are constructed. The group models are then inte-
grated into an overall model through a cluster-based language model. Thus, the
behaviors of the group can be utilized for enhancing the performance of person-
alized search. The interpolating parameters are tuned by well-known methods
used in the language model. As a whole, the three types of data sources are
integrated seamlessly. We define the whole integrated user model as a user
language model.

To validate our approach, large-scale experiments have been conducted in
this paper. Our experimental results show that, by combining the profiles from
other users, the performance of personalized Web search can be improved sig-
nificantly. Furthermore, the sparseness and the cold-start problems can be al-
leviated by using the models from the group and global users’ behaviors.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the lit-
erature focusing on personalized search systems and language modeling ap-
proaches for IR is reviewed. In Section 3, we introduce the preliminary language
model for personalized search. In Section 4, the user language model is proposed
to conduct the collaborative personalized search by flexibly integrating differ-
ent user models. In Section 5, we present the hypotheses and experiments. We
conclude the article with a discussion of future work in Section 6.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we review several major research papers on personalized search
and language models.

2.1 Personalized Search

There have been several prior attempts to achieve personalized search. Gen-
erally, a personalized system tries to adapt the provided information to the
needs of a user based on a user model. According to different information
sources for constructing user profiles, the user model can be classified into three
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categories: modeling based on individual behaviors, on group behaviors, and on
global behaviors.

2.1.1 Modeling Based on Individual Behaviors. In this category, a user
profile model is constructed based on individual behaviors only. Most of the
models for personalization belong to this category. The models in this category
can be further divided into two categories: explicitly constructed and implicitly
constructed, by considering whether they need the user’s input or not.

Some good examples of explicitly constructing user profiles include My
Yahoo! [Manber et al. 2002] and Google Personal.4 My Yahoo! allows users
to explicitly build their own profiles by choosing a set of categories. The system
removes any information that is irrelevant to the user profile, showing only
the sections and details that the user may be interested in. In topic-sensitive
PageRank [Haveliwala 2002], the system first precomputes Web pages based
on categories in the Open Directory Project5 and then ranks the search results
according to the user’s selection of favorite categories. Some other researchers
have tried to predict the users’ intentions by relevance feedback and query re-
finement [Koenmann et al. 1996; Anick et al. 2004]. These two methods ask for
the user’s additional interaction with the systems. As described in [Beaulieu
et al. 1996; Belkin et al. 1996; Anick et al. 2004; Fox et al. 2005], most users are
unwilling to use the function of query refinement on a real Web search. Even
when people are motivated enough to expend additional efforts on specifying
their search intent, they are not always successful in doing so.

Many existing approaches focus on mining the users’ preference profiles by
using automatic and implicit feedback methods [Kelly et al. 2003]. A wide range
of implicit activities of individuals have been taken into consideration, includ-
ing previous search queries, browsed Web pages, client data and so on. For
example, Dumais et al. [2003] and Teevan et al. [2005] have proposed a rich
model that takes search histories, documents, and e-mails into account, while
Shen et al. [2005] use browsing histories and query sessions to construct short-
term individual models for personalized search. In addition, a mixture model
consisting of short-term and long-term user models is proposed by Billsus and
Pazzani [1999]. There are also many systems based on implicit feedback, includ-
ing Letizia [Lieberman 1995], WebWatcher [Mladenic 1996], Syskill & Webert
[Pazzani et al. 1996], and Websifter[Kerschberg et al. 2001]. These studies have
exploited the different behaviors of individuals to build a personal model. How-
ever, because they are constructed based purely on the behaviors of individuals,
the personal data is still too sparse to result in a good model, and the ability to
deal with the new emerging Web content is poor.

2.1.2 Modeling Based on Group Behaviors. Group behaviors are based on
the activities from like-minded users, which is also called social search Sullivan
[2004] by using the “wisdom of crowds” [Surowiecki 2004]. As described in
Sullivan [2004], Eurekster realized a personalized social search by filtering
the irrelevant search results based on the search behaviors of a user’s friends.

4http://labs.google.com/personalized.
5ODP http://dmoz.org.
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Kritikopoulos and Sideri [2003] Almeida et al. [2004] build Web communities
based on users’ interests and make recommendations based on the behaviors of
the community. Sugiyama et al. [2004] also proposed a method to construct user
profiles by utilizing the top K similar users’ profiles. Since it uses a K -nearest-
neighbor algorithm to calculate the similarity between users, the algorithm is
difficult to scale due to its poor performance on sparse data. In addition, the
study does not provide a solution for the cold-start problem. Smyth et al. [2003]
propose a collaborative Web search approach by using a community of like-
minded users, which is generated according to domain-specific search engines.
However, the method only focuses on the behavior of a group of users, while
the information from individuals is ignored. However, such information is very
important for personalization.

Many learning based techniques in collaborative filtering can be applied
to solve the sparseness problem. For example, some methods aim to directly
reduce the dimensionality of the user-item matrix. A simple strategy is to form
clusters of users or items and then use these clusters as basic units in making
recommendations. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) Goldberg et al. [2001]
and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [Fisher et al. 2000; Sarwar et al. 2000] have
also been proposed. Zeng et al. [2003] compute users’ similarities removing
unrepresentative or insignificant user-item pairs so as to condense the user-
item matrix. However, some potentially useful information might also be lost
during this reduction process [Xue et al. 2005]. The cluster-based smoothing
method proposed by Xue et al. [2005] can achieve better performance than the
above works. By using the rating information from a group of closely related
users, unrated items of the individual users in a group can be predicted, which
allows the missing values to be filled in. This article extends the basic idea of
cluster-based smoothing and proposes a user language model for personalized
search.

2.1.3 Modeling Based on Global Behaviors. A third category for user mod-
eling is based on aggregated global behaviors of users to adapt search results
to a user’s needs. A well-known algorithm for this category is DirectHit, which
utilizes the behaviors of global users to help make recommendations. Joachims
[2002] introduced a technique based entirely on clickthrough data to learn a
personalized ranking function. Agichtein et al. [2006] also proposed to predict
the Web search result preferences for global users by learning from different
kinds of implicit features of global users’ activities, which include query-text
features, browsing features, and clickthrough features. However, these algo-
rithms do not consider the diversity among different users.

In contrast to the previous methods, in this work, we integrate the behav-
iors of individuals, group users, and global users together, where we provide
a rich representation to alleviate the sparseness and cold-start problems of
personalized search. Furthermore, a sound statistical user language model is
applied to integrate these models into a unified framework by using smooth-
ing techniques. As well as content, clickthrough data, which is collected by a
Web search engine, is used to construct user profiles. With this approach, no
additional effort from users is solicited to specify or maintain their profiles.
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2.2 Language Model for Information Retrieval

Language modeling has been applied successfully in speech recognition. Ponte
and Croft first applied the language modeling techniques in information re-
trieval (IR) [Ponte and Croft 1998]. Given the document d and the query q,
the relevance-ranking problem is cast as the computation of the probability
P (d | q), which is calculated through:

P (d | q) ∝ P (q | d )P (d ), (1)

where d represents a document and q represents the query.
In practice, P (d ), the prior probability that a document is relevant to any

query, is assumed to be uniform.
The basic idea is to estimate the conditional probability P (q | d ), that is the

probability of generating a query q by the given document d . Assuming that
a query is generated under a multivariate Bernoulli model, several heuristic
smoothing strategies have been proposed to estimate the Maximum Likelihood
Estimate (MLE) of the document language model. It is common in most studies
that the bag-of-words assumption is applied to estimate the probability of the
sequence as the product of the probabilities of the individual terms.

P (q | d ) =
∏
wεq

P (w | d ). (2)

Since a language model estimated from the term occurrences in a given
document is very sparse, a necessary step for this estimation is to perform
smoothing for the unseen query terms in the document. This is typically accom-
plished by incorporating the probability of the unseen term in the collection as
a whole through one of the many smoothing methods available. For example,
one smoothing function is as given as follows,

P (w | d ) = λPML(w | d ) + (1 − λ)PML(w | Collection), (3)

where λ is a general parameter for smoothing. For different smoothing meth-
ods, such as Jelinek-Mercer smoothing and Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet
priors, λ takes different forms. More information on smoothing methods can be
found in Zhai and Lafferty [2004].

Lafferty and Zhai [2001] proposed a different language model for IR in which
each document is estimated, as well as a language model for each query. Us-
ing these models, the document retrieval problem is cast in terms of a prob-
lem of risk minimization. Recently, many variations on these traditional lan-
guage models have been developed to improve the performance of IR, such as
relevance-based language model [Lavrenko and Croft 2001], time-based lan-
guage model [Li and Croft 2003], title-based language model [Jin et al. 2002],
and domain model [Bai et al. 2007]. Furthermore, Wang et al. [2006], extended
the basic language model for log-based collaborative filtering by a user-item
relevance model and smoothing is also applied to solve the data sparsity.

Another related work is the cluster-based language model for IR, which is
used to filter any relevant documents. This type of model has been applied in the
fields of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [Allan at al. 1998; Yamron et al.
1999; Spitters and Kraaij 2001] and distributed information retrieval [Xu and
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Croft 1999] to help find the relevant topic. The model can be described as follows:
first, document clustering is used to organize collections around topics. Each
cluster is assumed to be representative of a topic, and only contains documents
related to that topic. Then, for a given query, language models are estimated
for the clusters and are used to properly represent topics. Finally, the related
topics are selected according to the cluster-based language model.

Furthermore, some researchers [Brown et al. 1992; Chen and Goodman 1998]
have suggested that a cluster-based language model is effective in dealing with
the data sparseness problem and has been successfully applied to machine
translation [Brown et al. 1992] and information retrieval [Liu and Croft 2004].
For example, Liu and Croft [2004] proposed that cluster information can im-
prove the performance by using topic-based information to smooth the language
model instead of whole collection based smoothing, which is calculated by:

P (w | d ) = λPML(w | d )

+ (1 − λ)(σ PML(w | Cluster) (4)

+ (1 − σ )PML(w | Collection)),

where Cluster is the topic that the document belongs to and σ is a smoothing
parameter.

In this article, the traditional language model for IR is extended for user
modeling. In addition, a cluster-based language model is adapted to provide a
flexible representation for user modeling.

3. PRELIMINARY

Generally speaking, personalized search aims to provide relevant information
to individuals based on their profiles. In this paper, we focus on the issue of
reranking the top N search results according to a user’s interests. We explore
how to learn the user model from the Web search history data (e.g., clickthrough
data), which contain submitted queries and the Web pages visited by a number
of users. In this work, the similarity between document model and query model
can be estimated by Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [Zhai and Lafferty 2001]
between their models. In the following, the traditional retrieval model based
on KL divergence is introduced and a personalized retrieval model is given.

3.1 Traditional Retrieval Model

According to Zhai and Lafferty [2001] and Shen et al. [2005], the advantage of
KL divergence is that it can naturally incorporate user behaviors as additional
evidence to improve the estimation of the query language model. The param-
eters of the query model are represented as θq while the parameters of the
document model are represented as θd . The retrieval task involves estimating
a query language model P (w | θq) for a given query q and a document language
model P (w | θd ) for a document d , and then computing their KL divergence
D = (θq‖θd ), which is calculated as:

D = (θq‖θd ) =
∑

P (w | θq) log
P (w | θq)

P (w | θd )
, (5)
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where P (w | θq) is the probability of the word w in the observation of query q
and P (w | θd ) is the probability of the word w in the observation of document d .

According to [Lavrenko and Croft 2001], the probability P (w | θq) can be esti-
mated on unigram language models by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE):

P (w | θq) = P (w | q) = tf (w, q)∑
w′∈q tf (w′, q)

, (6)

where tf (w, q) is used to denote the term frequency of a word w in the query q.
The KL divergence between the query model and the document model serves

as the ranking score.

3.2 Personalized Retrieval Model

Let U = {u1, u2, . . . , um} be a set of m users and q be the query. The user u ∈ U
is represented by a vector of terms, which are constructed from the submitted
queries and the clicked Web pages by u. Similar to the work presented by Shen
et al. [2005], the task for personalized search is to estimate the parameter θ for
personalized query model P (w | θ ), based on the current query model P (w | θq)
as well as the user model P (w | θu).

Two models P (w | θq) and P (w | θu) are interpolated by:

P (w | θ ) = λP (w | θq) + (1 − λ)P (w | θu)

= λP (w | q) + (1 − λ)P (w | u), (7)

where P (w | u) is the probabilistic estimation that how is the word w interesting
to the user u, λ is a general parameter for smoothing. For different smoothing
methods, λ takes different forms. For example, λ can simply be an arbitrary
fixed weight between 0 and 1, which is Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [Zhai and
Lafferty 2004].

The Jelinek-Mercer smoothing approach fixes the parameter λ for all queries.
One observation is that, if a query is very long, which means that the user has
provided enough information for the search engine, the query should be trusted
more. On the contrary, when the query has just one or two words, more weight
should be put on the user’s personal profile. Hence, we treat λ as the result of
assuming a Dirichlet prior for the multinomial P (w | θu) [Zhai and Lafferty
2004] and query q as observed data to estimate a personalized query model
by the Bayesian estimator. We denote the method as Bayesian smoothing with
Dirichlet prior, and λ takes the following form:

λ =
∑

w′∈q tf (w′, q)∑
w′∈q tf (w′, q) + μ

, (8)

where w′ is any word in query q and μ is the Dirichlet smoothing parameter.
In the next section we propose our methods for estimating the probability

P (w | θu).

4. COLLABORATIVE PERSONALIZED SEARCH BY USER LANGUAGE MODEL

As mentioned in the introduction section, most of the existing user-modeling
methods for personalized search estimate the probability P (w | θu) only based
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Fig. 1. Collaborative personalized search.

on an individual’s data, which leads to the problems of data sparseness and
cold-start for new individuals. In order to give a rich representation of a user
model and to alleviate both personalization problems, we focus on exploiting
different models for user u to estimate the probability P (w | θu). As described in
Section 1, there exists some commonality among like-minded users. Intuitively,
an individual user model θi, a group user model θc and a global user model θg

are each valuable for improving search accuracy. We propose to integrate these
three models to provide more precise user models, as shown in Figure 1. We
show that statistical smoothing is effective as a solution for the sparseness and
cold-start problems.

In the following, we first describe how to build different kinds of user models.
Then, based on the smoothing methods in the language modeling approach for
information retrieval, we propose our user language model for integrating these
three models together under a unified framework.

4.1 Purely Individual Model Construction

We consider the profiles of each user as consisting of two aspects: long-term pro-
files and short-term profiles [Billsus and Pazzani 1999]. The long-term profiles
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Fig. 2. Profile calculation for long-term and short-term profiles.

refer to information such as a user’s long-term interests, which is reflected by
the accumulated history of the user’s search and browsing activities including
submitted queries and browsed Web pages. The long-term profiles are generally
stable for a long time and are accumulated over time. Meanwhile, users usually
perform different tasks in one day and they probably perform several searches
and browsing activities during that period. Such information can be catego-
rized into short-term profiles. The individual’s general profiles, the short-term
profiles and the long-term profiles are denoted as I, Ist, and Ilt, respectively. We
denote the user model based on the individual’s general profiles I , the short-
term profiles Ist and the long-term profiles Ilt are denoted as θi, θi-st and θi-lt,
respectively.

A short-term profile Ist consists of queries issued and Web pages browsed by
the users over a short period, such as a one-day period, as shown in Figure 2.
The probability P (w | θi-st) in a short-term profile is defined as:

P (w | θi−st) = tf (w, Ist)∑
w′∈Ist

tf (w′, Ist)
, (9)

where w′ is any word in the short-term profile Ist.
As shown in Figure 2, a long-term profile is the accumulation of the previous

d days’ short-term profiles, and is calculated by:

tf (w, Ilt) =
d∑

k=1

tf (w, Ik
st) · e−ρ·k , (10)

where e−ρ·k is a forgetting factor supporting the assumption that the user’s
profiles gradually decay as time passes and ρ is the forgetting coefficient. d is
the number of days accumulated in the long-term profiles and Ik

st represents
the kth short-term profile.

Then, the probability P (w | θi−lt) for the long-term profiles is defined as
follows:

P (w | θi−lt) = tf (w, Ilt)∑
w′∈Ilt

tf (w′, Ilt)
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=

d∑
k=1

tf (w, Ik
st) · e−ρ·k

∑
w′ε Iit

d∑
k=1

tf (w′, Ik
st) · e−ρ·k

, (11)

where w′ is any word in the long-term profile Ilt, which is accumulated from d
days’ short-term profiles.

Finally, the parameters θi of an individual model are calculated by interpo-
lating the two models P (w | θi−st) and P (w | θi−lt):

P (w | θi) = β P (w | θi−st) + (1 − β)P (w | θi−lt), (12)

where β is a parameter used for smoothing.
Similarly, for different smoothing methods [Zhai and Lafferty 2004], β takes

different forms. For example, β takes fixed value for Jelinek-Mercer smoothing.
For Bayesian smoothing with the Dirichlet prior, β takes the form:

β = |Ist|
|Ist| + ν

, (13)

where the free parameter ν is the Dirichlet smoothing parameter to control the
degree to which the user’s statistics are altered by the overall training database
statistics. |Ist| is the number of the terms in the short-term profiles.

We denote the parameters of the global model as θg . The global model P (w |
θg ) can be calculated based on the average of all users’ information. That is,
the average probability of a term w is the sum of all the probabilities across all
users in which the term occurs, divided by the number of users in which the
term occurs, which is represented as:

P (w | θg ) =

∑
i′∈g

P (w | θi′ )

|g | , (14)

where |g | represents the number of the users in g and i′ represents any user
in g .

Analogously, we denote the parameters of the group model as θc. The group
model P (w | θc) can be calculated based on the average of all the users’ infor-
mation in group c. That is, the average probability of a term w is the sum of all
the probabilities across all users belonging to group c in which the term occurs,
divided by the number of users in which the term occurs, which is represented
as:

P (w | θc) =

∑
i′∈c

P (w | θi′ )

|c| , (15)

where |c| represents the number of users in c and i′ represents any user in c.

4.2 Smoothing by Global User Model

An important issue is to obtain a stable model for user modeling. In the past,
Ponte and Croft [1998] applied corpus data to stabilize a document model. In
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this method, when a term does not appear in a document, the probability of
the missing term can be smoothed by the probability of the term in the corpus.
According to Zhai and Lafferty [2004], smoothing refers to the adjustment of
the maximum likelihood estimator of a language model so that it can be more
accurate. At the very least, it prevents the assignment of zero probability to
unseen words. Additionally, as mentioned in Zhai and Lafferty [2004], when
estimating a language model based on a limited amount of text, such as a
single document, smoothing of the maximum likelihood model is considered
very important.

Analogously, the information on individual users is also very sparse. If an
individual’s information is solely relied upon to construct personal preferences,
the two major problems, including the data sparseness and cold-start for new
users, will degrade the personalization performance. To solve these two prob-
lems, statistical information gathered from the global users can be considered
as the global corpus and used for smoothing.

More specifically, we apply a global model to smooth the individual’s model.
The parameters of the global-based smoothing model is denoted as θi+g . Then
the model P (w | θi+g ) can be calculated as:

P (w | θi+g ) = γ P (w | θi) + (1 − γ )P (w | θg )

= γ P (w | θi) + (1 − γ )

∑
i′∈g

P (w | i′)

|g | , (16)

where P (w | θi) is the estimate of maximum likelihood that user i likes word
w, and P (w | θg ) is the estimate of maximum likelihood for that word rating
among the set of all users g based on Equation (14).

Similarly, for different smoothing methods, γ (a general symbol for smooth-
ing) takes different forms. For Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, γ takes a fixed value.
For Bayesian smoothing with the Dirichlet prior, γ takes the form:

γ = |I |
|I | + o

, (17)

where the free parameter o is the Dirichlet smoothing parameter and |I | is the
number of the terms in the user’s preferences.

According to the model, if a user is a newcomer to the system, P (w | θi) will
be zero. Equation (16) is reformulated as:

P (w | θi+g ) = γ P (w | θi) + (1 − γ )P (w | θg )

= (1 − γ )P (w | θg ). (18)

As shown in Equation (18), a personalized system can rely on the behaviors of
global users, which can be described as the DirectHit (http://www.directHit.com)
algorithm in the content version instead of the voting version.

4.3 Smoothing by Group User Model

Using the behaviors of global users as the smoothing data, we can alleviate
the cold-start problem to some extent. In addition, the sparseness problem is
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also somewhat smoothed. However, the above model may be too general in that
all users’ common preferences are reflected heavily in the model. To address
the problem, we propose to use a cluster-based language model for smoothing
through similar users’ preferences.

A cluster-based model requires that users are first grouped into clusters.
Assume that users are clustered into K groups C = {c1, c2, . . . , cK }. Each user
u ∈ U belongs to one cluster only. In the following, we first present a cluster-
based language model. An approach similar to the individual smoothing model
is taken to build the language model for clusters. The cluster-based language
model θc+g smoothes the representations of clusters θc using models of the
global users model θg . Generally, based on Equations (14) and (15), the model
P (w | θc+g ) can be calculated as:

P (w | θc+g ) = ηP (w | θc) + (1 − η)P (w | θg )

= η

∑
i′∈c

P (w | i′)

|c| + (1 − η)

∑
i′∈g

P (w | i′)

|g | , (19)

where η is a general symbol for the smoothing methods used. Similarly, for
Bayesian smoothing with the Dirichlet prior, η takes the form:

η = |c|
|c| + τ

, (20)

where the free parameter τ is the Dirichlet smoothing parameter and |c| is the
number of the terms in the group’s preferences.

Thus, each cluster is estimated by the language model and the cluster is then
taken as a group of like-minded users for personalization.

Finally, the cluster-based language model is used to smooth the individual’s
model according to the cluster they belong to. In particular, our model θi+c+g is
formulated as

P (w | θi+c+g ) = γ P (w | θi) + (1 − γ )P (w | θc+g )

= γ P (w | θi) + (1 − γ )[ηP (w | θc) + (1 − η)P (w | θg )], (21)

where c represents the cluster i belongs to, while γ and η are general symbols
for smoothing. The user’s cluster model is first smoothed with the global user
model, and then the individual user model is smoothed using the smoothed
cluster model.

Here we propose two different criteria to select a cluster c according to
the sensitivity of the cluster to the query: a query-dependent cluster selec-
tion method and a query-independent cluster selection method. Given a user u
and a query q, query-dependent cluster selection is based on the similarity of
cluster c to the user and to the query, which is calculated by:

c = arg minc′∈C(ζ D(θi‖θc′ ) + (1 − ζ )D(θq‖θc′ ))

= arg minc′∈C

(
ζ

∑
w∈i

P (w | θi) log
P (w | θi)

P (w | θc′ )
+ (1 − ζ )

∑
w∈q

P (w | θq) log
P (w | θq)

P (w | θc′ )

)
, (22)
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Table I. Different Models under the Unified Framework

Interpolating Model Parameters Description

Query only q λ = 1 General Web search

Query + Individual q + i 1 > λ > 0, γ = 1 Personalized Web search

Query + Group q + c 1 > λ > 0, γ = 0, η = 1 Collaborative Web search

Query + Global q + g 1 > λ > 0, γ = 0, η = 0
Content based DirectHiT

algorithm

Query + Individual

+ Global
q + l + g 1 > λ > 0, 1 > γ > 0, η = 0

Personalized Web search

using global smoothing

Query + Individual

+ Group
q + i + c 1 > λ > 0, 1 > γ > 0, η = 1

Personalized Web search

using group smoothing

Query + Individual

+ Group + Global q + i + c + g 1 > λ > 0, 1 > γ > 0, 1 > η > 0
Personalized Web search

using group and global

smoothing

where ζ is the interpolating parameter to leverage the weight between user
and query.

4.4 Clustering Algorithms for Users

There are many algorithms that can be used to generate user clusters. In our
work, the K -means algorithm [Hartigan and Wong 1979] is selected as the
clustering algorithm, which is by far one of the most popular clustering tools
used in scientific and industrial applications. The cluster number K is an input
of the algorithm that specifies the desired cluster number. The cosine measure
is taken as the similarity measure function. The clustering is constructed in
several phases. In the first phase, the algorithm takes the first K users as the
centroids of K nonoverlapping clusters, which represent each of the K clusters
by the mean (or weighted average) of its data points. Each of the remaining
users is then compared with the closest centroid. In the next phase, the cluster
centroids are re-computed based on cluster centroids that are formed in the
previous phase. The cluster-membership is then reevaluated.

4.5 A Unified Framework for User Language Model

The modeling method in Equation (21) can also be described as a two-stage
smoothing method for a user language model in which first a cluster model is
smoothed with a global model and then, the smoothed cluster model further be
used to smooth an individual model. The final model can be viewed as a mixture
of three separate models: the individual model, the group model, and the global
model.

By considering each model separately, these models can be combined to make
seven different models as shown in Table I. Different models use different in-
terpolating parameters under this framework. Many existing personalization
methods, such as personalized search and collaborative search, can fall under
this framework.

For example, the model q + i is the model for traditional personalized search
by only utilizing the personal search behaviors, which is relevant to Teevan
et al. [2005]. While the model q + c is the model to personalization by using
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the group user’s behavior, which is the core idea of collaborative Web search
[Smyth et al. 2003]. The model q + g can be viewed as the reformulation of the
DirectHit approach by using the global user’s behaviors for personalization.
The model q + i + c is the model for smoothing the individual model with the
cluster model, which is similar to the method described in Sugiyama et al.
[2004], but with an explanation through the language modeling approach to
information retrieval. The model q +i+c+ g uses like-minded users and global
users to smooth the behavior of an individual, which is defined as collaborative
personalized search. We compare the performance of these different models in
the experiment section.

Finally, the user language model P (w|θu) can be combined with the query
model P (w|θq) to enable a personalized search. Here θu can be θi, θc, θg , θi+c, θi+g ,
or θi+c+g .

5. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first present the experimental hypotheses and the dataset
used in this paper. We conduct data analysis on these data. Then we describe
the evaluation metric. Finally, we present the performances of different models.

5.1 Experimental Hypothesis

Our collaborative personalized search algorithm integrates three models: an
individual user model, a group user model and a global user model. We denote
this integrated model as i + c + g , which denotes individual (i) + user group
(c) + global (g ) models. In this section, we empirically evaluate our proposed
algorithm in terms of the following hypothesis:

—Hypothesis H1: The collaborative personalized search algorithm that inte-
grates all three models, that is, i + c + g , will perform better than person-
alized systems that do not use all three models. In our experiments, we will
test the hypothesis on some concrete datasets.

At the beginning of the paper, we outlined two difficulties of personalized
search: the data-sparseness problem and the cold-start problem. We further
split the above hypothesis into two following subhypotheses to complete the
evaluation:

—Hypothesis H2: When the personal data is few and sparse, the collaborative
personalized search algorithm i + c + g consistently performs better than
other personalized algorithms that do not consider all three models.

—Hypothesis H3: The collaborative personalized search algorithm can still
achieve better performance for the new users who suffer from the cold-start
problem.

5.2 Dataset

The dataset used in this paper is collected from MSN Web search engine.6

The full dataset comprises one month’s accesses to the engine, collected from

6http://search.msn.com.
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September 28 to October 27, 2005. There exist many different types of search
results, including HTML, PDF, PPT, and other multimedia. In this research, we
focus on the Web page search, so other types of search are filtered. Furthermore,
the queries are in different languages, such as English, French, and Chinese.
Here we only deal with English queries and remove the clickthrough data in
other languages.

The search engine identifies the users by a unique id (GUID) for each user.
We randomly selected 1,000 users from all these that made at least 100 queries
within the four weeks as the whole user set. Ultimately, 263,665 requests have
been recorded from these users. On average, there are 263 requests for each
user. Each request consists of four parts: <GUID, Date, Query, URL>. Among
these requests, there are 57,561 unique queries and 203,933 unique pages. On
average, four pages are clicked by the users for each query. We will use the
data to build user profile and to evaluate the performance of the personalized
search.

In the clickthrough data, a Web page is associated with a query submitted
by a particular user. This ground truth data can be taken as the correctness
judgment for the personalized search in this experiment. Based on users’ pre-
vious profiles, we can use the data to measure the ranking performance of the
personalization system by resubmitting the query. Hence, this dataset can be
used for validation.

5.2.1 Data Analysis. We performed a statistical analysis to show the sim-
ilar behaviors among different users. Results show that only 11.3% of all the
queries are submitted by different users while only 9.6% of all the pages are
browsed by different users. Without considering content features of the queries
and the pages, the users share very small fraction with each other. The data are
too sparse to perform collaborative personalized search. For the content analy-
sis, Porter stemming [Frakes 1992] is applied and the stop-words are removed
for the content features of the queries and the Web pages. In the end, 1,693,596
terms are culled. Statistics show that the average percentage of similar terms
among different users is about 44.3%. This demonstrates that applying a col-
laborative personalized search based on content analysis is feasible.

5.2.2 Training and Testing Data. In order to evaluate the performance of
the proposed model, 100 users are randomly selected from the whole 1,000 users
for training and testing. 328 queries submitted by the 100 users on the last day
are collected to perform cross-validation experiments.

We split the 100 users into two groups: 70 in one group and 30 in the other.
The queries submitted by 70 users are further split into two parts of equal
size: tuning queries and testing queries. We tune the parameters on the tuning
queries, which are defined as Train70, and take testing queries as Test70. The
queries of the other 30 users are taken as the second testing data, named Test30.
Details of tuning and testing data are shown in Table II. Hence, the user set
of Test70 is the same as Train70 but with different queries, while the users
in Test30 are different from those in Train70. We conduct the experiments on
these two testing data sets to show the performance of the proposed algorithms.
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Table II. Tuning Set and Testing Set

Label Description Number of Users Number of Queries

Train70 Training Data
70

104

Test70 Testing Data I 105

Test30 Testing Data II 30 119

Total 100 328

5.3 Evaluation Metric

To measure the ranking quality, the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)
[Järvelin and Kekäläinen 2000] is used. DCG is a measure that gives more
weight to highly ranked documents and incorporates different relevance levels
(highly relevant, relevant, and irrelevant) through different gain values.

DCG(i) =
⎧⎨
⎩

G(1) if i = 1

DCG(i − 1) + G(i)
log(i)

otherwise.
(23)

In this work, the relevance level is acquired from the query log data. We
use G(i) = 1 for clicked search results and G(i) = 0 for results that were not
clicked. The average normalized DCG (NDCG) over all queries is selected to
show the performance. In this work, NDCG N (N = 1, 5, 10, 20, 30) is used
for evaluation, N is the number of top-N documents returned by the ranking
algorithms.

5.4 Experiment Design

Since our work is focused on investigating the performance of personalized
search for different individuals, this can be done by the reranking of search re-
sults from a general search engine. Hence, for each query, 200 search results are
extracted from the MSN Web search engine7 for personalized re-ranking. 65,600
Web pages are returned on 328 queries. Since our algorithm is based on the lan-
guage model, these Web pages are indexed using a language model. A search
engine is set up for these Web pages while the basic retrieval system uses a
KL-Divergence model with Bayesian prior smoothing [Zhai and Lafferty 2001].
The Lemur retrieval system8 is selected as the indexing and ranking system.

The major goal of this study is to examine how the behaviors of individuals,
group users and global users can help improve the search performance in terms
of NDCG. In particular, these behaviors can provide extra information to help
estimate a better query model than using the query alone. Hence, our experi-
ments involve comparing the retrieval performance through single queries as
well as different user models in Table I.

Six different personalized models described in Table I are compared: indi-
vidual model (i), group model (c), global model (g ), individual plus group model
(i + c), individual plus global model (i + g ), individual plus group and global
model (i +c+ g ). Since each model has different parameters, we manually tune

7http://search.msn.com.
8http://www.lemurproject.org.
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Table III. Performance on Test70 Using Different Personalized Schemas for

Web Pages Ranking

Model NDCG1 NDCG5 NDCG10 NDCG20 NDCG30

q 0.422 0.434 0.441 0.416 0.384

q + i 0.664 0.655 0.613 0.535 0.467

q + c 0.724 0.674 0.635 0.515 0.438

q + g 0.672 0.667 0.626 0.546 0.497

q + i + g 0.707 0.674 0.641 0.556 0.474

q + i + c 0.712 0.675 0.64 0.557 0.474

q + i + c + g 0.724 0.683 0.644 0.555 0.499

Table IV. Performance on Test30 Using Different Personalized Schemas for

Web Pages Ranking

Model NDCG1 NDCG5 NDCG10 NDCG20 NDCG30

q 0.462 0.416 0.409 0.391 0.375

q + i 0.622 0.619 0.587 0.513 0.463

q + c 0.663 0.621 0.573 0.509 0.451

q + g 0.654 0.6 0.562 0.515 0.45

q + i + g 0.663 0.617 0.577 0.507 0.451

q + i + c 0.663 0.621 0.582 0.509 0.448

q + i + c + g 0.673 0.625 0.592 0.52 0.472

them for each model on the Train70 dataset as shown in Table II. The details
for parameter selection are described in Section 5.6. These parameters are de-
termined for the optimal performance level for each model. Generally, for the
model (i + c + g ), Dirichlet interpolating is used to integrate the query model
and the user model, while μ in Equation (8) is set to 5. Jelinek-Mercer method
is taken as the interpolating method for combining different user models. β in
Equation (12), γ , and η in Equation (21) are set to 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5, respectively.
ρ is set to 0.4, 1,000 users are clustered into 20 clusters, and query-independent
cluster selection is applied.

5.5 Experimental Results

5.5.1 Overall Performance of Personalization. The performance of differ-
ent models is compared on two testing query datasets: Test70 and Test30. The
results are shown in Table III and IV. The row labeled with q is the baseline
performance and another row with i, c, or g is the performance of using the
different user models. Several observations can be made from these two tables:

1. On average, personalization by different profiling schemas performs bet-
ter than a query only on the two test sets. As an example of the measure-
ment of NDCG5, personalization using the information from individuals can
achieve 50.9% and 48.8% improvement over the baseline method on Test70
and Test30, respectively. The t-test is performed and the result shows that
the improvement is significant (P-value <0.0001). The result supports that
personalization can improve the search performance.

2. As shown in Tables III and IV, by interpolating the behaviors of individu-
als with that of group and global users (q + i + c + g ), the personalization
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Fig. 3. Performance on using different sparse data on Test70.

can achieve the highest performance on the two test sets. In particular, it
can achieve 57.4% and 50.2% improvement over a query only method, with
the measure of NDCG5 on Test70 and Test30, respectively. The t-test is
also performed and the result shows that the improvement is significant
(P-value <0.0001). Furthermore, the (q + i + c + g ) model can achieve a
higher performance than the other models on personalized search, which
supports hypothesis H1. For example, a collaborative personalized model
involving the global user model and the group user model can achieve 8.2%
and 9.1% improvement over the personalized method based on the pure indi-
vidual model, on the two different datasets by the measurement of NDCG1
(P-value=0.0351).

3. Experimental results also indicate that using behaviors of global users or
group users for personalization can improve the search performance. As
shown in Table III, using NDCG5 as a measure, the two methods in row q+c
and q + g can achieve 55.3% and 53.7% improvement over query alone on
Test70 queries, respectively. These two methods can also achieve 49.3% and
44.2% improvement over query alone on Test30 queries with NDCG5, which
are shown in Table IV (P-value <0.0001). The results also show that using
the information from group users can slightly achieve better performance
than that of global users.

In the next two sections, the performance of using the global model with little
personal data is shown to achieve better performance. This is designed to test
the algorithm on its ability to handle the cold-start problem.

5.5.2 Performance and Sparseness. In order to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of our proposed algorithm on sparse personal data, which corresponds to
our hypothesis H2, experiments with different personalized methods are also
conducted on sparse datasets of different degrees of sparseness.

In this experiment, we extract 10%, 20%, . . . , 100% searching historical
data for users in Test70 to represent the different degrees of data sparseness.
Figure 3 empirically demonstrates how performance changes on the same test
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Table V. Performance on the Cold-Start Problem

Model NDCG1 NDCG5 NDCG10 NDCG20 NDCG30

Test70 q 0.422 0.434 0.441 0.416 0.384

q + g 0.629 0.65 0.58 0.519 0.474

Test30 q 0.462 0.416 0.409 0.391 0.375

q + g 0.644 0.587 0.544 0.487 0.443

data by the measurement of NDCG5 when the personal data is changed from
sparse to dense.

The results in Figure 3 show that different sparse levels of personal data
can have a significant impact on the performance of most methods. The sparser
the personal data the lower the achievable performance, as shown in Figure 3,
the model based on individuals has the lowest performance on just 10% data.
As the data increased, the performance for the individual model is obviously
improved. The other three models produced consistently higher performances
over the model based on only individual profiles.

When the training data only uses 10% of the search history data, using global
behaviors such as smoothing is more accurate than the group model. This shows
that global smoothing works better than the group models on very sparse data.
As data increases, the performance of the group model increases quickly and
achieves better performance than the global model after using 40% of data.

As shown in Figure 3, when the training data are increased from 10% to
60%, the performance of the model (i + c + g ) increased consistently. Then,
the improvement of the model will saturate when the training data consists
of more than 60% of the whole data as the performance is already close to
100%. Generally, the model (i + c + g ) can achieve a better performance than
the other three models. From this evaluation with the increase in data, we
can support H2. By comparison, the proposed smoothing models not only show
greater precision, they perform more stably.

5.5.3 Performance on Cold-Start. As mentioned in Section 4.2, global
users’ behavior can help alleviate cold-start problems. Since a newcomer does
not have any historical data, smoothing based on individual information and
group users would be impossible, therefore the model (i + c + g ) will degrade to
the model g . In our experimental setting for using only the behaviors of global
users for personalization, the search histories of users in Test70 and Test30
are removed from the whole training data set. Thus, the search system cannot
provide any personalization for the absence of personal information. In such
a situation, our proposed model can still make a personalization by using the
global information.

The experimental results are shown in Table V. The rows labeled (q + g ) are
the results of using the behaviors of global users to solve the cold-start problem
for new users. As shown in Table V, by directly applying the behaviors of global
users, a performance higher than just using query only is achieved. On average,
there is 49.7% and 41.1% improvement on NDCG5 over the query alone model
on Test70 and Test30 datasets, which verifies that utilizing the global users’
behaviors, can alleviate the cold-start problem. The t-test is performed and the
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Fig. 4. Performance on different term profiles.

result shows that the improvement is significant (P-value <0.0001). Thus, we
can support the hypothesis H3.

5.6 Parameter Tuning

A major advantage of our model is its flexibility in accommodating a wide range
of parameter tuning in order to optimize the performance. In this section, ex-
periments are conducted to tune the parameters for the different user profiles,
the interpolating methods, and the clustering parameters. The experiments
are performed by using the measurement of NDCG5. The query set used for
this evaluation is Train70. In this paper, the other parameters are fixed when
tuning one parameter.

5.6.1 Individual Model Construction and Forgetting Factor Tuning. As de-
scribed in many personalized systems, an individual’s model can be constructed
through long-term and short-term preferences. Here the experiments are con-
ducted to show the performance of personalization on the long-term, the short-
term, and the combined models (interpolating between the short-term and the
long-term preferences using Jelinek-Mercer smoothing by setting β with 0.7).

As shown in Figure 4, using only the short-term preferences can achieve bet-
ter performance than using only the long-term preferences. This proves that
current search behaviors of individuals are associated with their short-term be-
haviors. Furthermore, by interpolating the short-term and the long-term pref-
erences, the best performance is achieved.

As shown in Equation (10), a forgetting coefficient ρ is assigned when the
long-term preferences are constructed. The value of ρ varies from 0 to 1. When
setting ρ to 0, the algorithm does not change the weight of the earlier data. When
setting ρ to 1, the algorithm quickly decreases the weight of earlier data. The
value ρ is tuned to obtain the best performance on personalization. As shown
in Figure 4, the algorithm can achieve the best performance when ρ is set to
0.4. When ρ is higher than 0.4, which means that the earlier data will quickly
be forgotten, the long-term preferences lose some valuable information for con-
structing the long-term preferences. When ρ is less than 0.4, which means the
earlier data will dominate the long-term preferences, the performance for the
current query is affected. In this paper, ρ is set to 0.4.
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Table VI. Performance by the Two Interpolating

Methods on Query Model and User Model

Jeninek-Mercer Dirichlet

q 0.373 0.373

q + i 0.603 (λ = 0.8) 0.627 (μ = 5)

Table VII. Performance by the Two Interpolating Methods

Jeninek-Mercer Dirichlet

ist + il t 0.627 (β = 0.7) 0.626 (v = 200)

i + g 0.648 (γ = 0.6) 0.646 (o = 1700)

i + c 0.650 (γ = 0.5) 0.648 (τ = 2100)

i + c + g 0.656 (η = 0.6 γ = 0.5) 0.654 (o = 1700 τ = 2100)

5.6.2 Interpolating Parameters Selection. As shown in Equations (7), (12),
(16), (19), and (21), there are two interpolating methods: Jelinek-Mercer-based
interpolating and Dirichlet-based interpolating. In order to measure which in-
terpolating method gives better results, experiments are conducted to show the
effects of different parameters.

The first experiment aims to show the performance on different interpolat-
ing methods between the query and user models. We tune λ in Equation (7)
from 0 to 1 for Jelinek-Mercer smoothing and tune μ in Equation (8) for Dirich-
let smoothing. The results on NDCG5 are shown in Table VI on tuning each
parameter to get the best performance.

As shown in Table VI, the Dirichlet interpolating method between the query
and user models returns better results. If the query is very long, which means
that the user has provided enough information for the search engine, the query
should be more trustworthy. When the query comprises only one word, it may
be beneficial to put more weight on the user profile information.

The second experiment is conducted to show the performance on different
interpolating methods between long-term and short-term, and among individ-
uals, group users and global users. Each parameter is manually tuned for each
of the two different interpolating methods. The parameters setting and the
performance for two interpolating methods are shown in Table VII.

Table VII shows that the Jelinek-Mercer interpolating method achieves
a slightly better performance. The t-test is performed on the two interpo-
lating methods and the result shows that the improvement is significant
(p-value = 0.0299). Different methods of interpolating for user profiles have
little impact on the performance of personalization when user profiles are large
enough. Moreover, according to the experimental results from Table VI and
Table VII, we can find that Dirichlet interpolating method can perform better
in case of varying length documents while Jelinek-Mercer interpolating method
will achieve slightly better for the long profile. Additionally, since the Jelinek-
Mercer interpolating method uses a fixed parameter for all users, it can easily
be realized.

5.6.3 Cluster Selection by Query-Independent or Query-Dependent. As de-
scribed in Section 4.3, two approaches exist for selecting the cluster to
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Fig. 5. Performance on query sensitive cluster selection.

Table VIII. Performance on Different Cluster Number

Cluster Number 1 20 40 60 80 100 200 400 1000

NDCG 5 0.646 0.654 0.652 0.644 0.637 0.64 0.635 0.623 0.623

interpolate with individuals during the search time: query-independent clus-
ter selection and query-dependent cluster selection. For the query-dependent
cluster selection method, which is shown in Equation (22), the cluster the user
belongs to is selected according to two criteria. First, the cluster should be near-
est to the individual user. Secondly, the cluster should be most relevant to the
query. Accordingly, the parameter ζ is tuned to achieve the best performance.
For the method of query-independent cluster selection, the cluster the user
belongs to is selected only by the nearest cluster to the individual.

As shown in Figure 5, the query-independent selection method can achieve
better performance than query-dependent selection method since query-
dependent cluster selection may sometimes cause the user to be combined with
a cluster that he is not similar to. The situation can be found that the cluster
contains the query term while the user does not belong to the cluster. Addi-
tionally, query-independent cluster selection can be done offline to improve the
efficiency of the personalization system. Therefore, query-independent cluster
selection is adopted in this article.

5.6.4 Selection of Clustering Number. In order to select a suitable number
of clusters, the Train70 dataset is used for tuning. The users are clustered into
different K groups based on 9 values of K (1, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 400, and
1000). Then personalization is performed on each group of clusters. As shown
in Table VIII, the best performance on NDCG5 measurement is achieved for
20 clusters in Train70. Furthermore, the number of clusters should be selected
properly although it has a little effect on the performance of our algorithms.
The cluster number K is set to 20 in this work.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We observe that many commonalities can be found in the behaviors of an in-
dividual user and other users. As a result, in this paper, we proposed to use a
statistical user language model to integrate the behaviors of individual users,
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group users, and global uses. We have shown that our methods are effective in
dealing with the data sparseness and the cold-start problems for personalized
search. More specifically, the probability that a user likes a Web page is calcu-
lated through two-step smoothing mechanisms. In the first step, a global user
model is used to smooth the probability of unseen terms in the individual pro-
files. In order to precisely describe the user’s interests, the information derived
from the similar user behaviors is utilized to enhance the individual model.
Users are clustered into groups and group user models are constructed. In the
second step, the group models are integrated into the whole model through a
cluster-based language model. Based on the statistical user language model,
we proposed a collaborative personalized search approach to improve the per-
formance of general Web search and personalized search. Experimental results
show that our proposed model can achieve significant improvements over the
general search system with a personalized subsystem that is solely based on
individual information. We have shown that the sparseness and cold-start prob-
lems can be alleviated by using data from the group and global users’ behaviors.

Our work can be extended in several ways. First, only the query content and
Web page content is used when we construct the user individual model. There
is much information that can still be included, such as the category information
of the Web pages and queries. Such information can also be integrated into our
model for user modeling. Second, our work has focused on Web search only, but
the user language model can be applied to many other areas, such as news filter-
ing, email filtering, and online shopping. In this study, we are only concerned
with a general user language model. The number of clusters and the inter-
polating parameters could be better measured by more experiments. Further
research needs to be done on the general framework for studying optimization
methods for parameters in personalized search models.
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